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The rate at which the solutions of i = G(x) converge to a singular attractor x* 
can sometimes be inferred from the growth properties of an associated Liapunov 
function F with a singular minimizer at x+. Rate estimates of this kind are 
established in Iw” for nonconvex C4 functions that grow like \Ix-x*~(~ and satisfy 
the condition (VF(x), G(x)) C -cllVF(x)ll” for some c > 0 and m > $, and all .x 
near x*. Similar estimates are valid in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces when the 
Hessian V,F(xJ is positive-definite on its range. 6 1987 Academac Press, Inc. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
A Liapunov function F that establishes asymptotic stability of the origin 
for an autonomous ordinary differential equation 
dx 
dt = G(x); t>O,xeX (1.1) 
may also provide bounds on the rate at which the solutions of (1.1) decay 
to 0 as t + co. For instance, if X is a real Hilbert space with inner product 
(., . ), if FE C’(X, R’) and 
4xllk <F(x) < bllxll“ (1.2) 
(Vf’(x), G(x)) < -~Ilxll~+~ (1.3) 
for some a>O, b>O, c>O, k> 1, m>O, and all x near 0, and if G: X+X 
is locally Lipschitz continuous, then 0 is asymptotically stable and 
-$ F(x(t)) < - aF(x(t))’ (1.4A) 
a=cb-” (1.4B) 
v = (k + m)/k (1.4C) 
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for all solutions x( * ) of (1.1) that begin sufficiently close to the origin at 
t=O. The inequalities (1.2) and (1.4) lead immediately to standard 
exponential (m = 0) and power law (m > 0) decay rate estimates for F(x(t)) 
and Ilx(t)ll (cf. C2-43). Similar rate estimates are derived here from a 
somewhat different set of conditions on F and G, namely, 
F(O)=0 (1SA) 
F(x) > a II4 k (1.5B) 
IlVF(x)ll 2 @“b) (1.6) 
<VF(x), G(x) > Q --c IlVF(x)ll”’ (1.7) 
for some a>O, b>O, c>O, k> 1, m> 1,12m -‘, and all xnear 0. When G 
is locally Lipschitz continuous, these conditions imply that the origin is 
asymptotically stable and 
; W(t)) 6 - Wx( t))“; t>O (1.8A 
cr=cb”‘>O (1.8B 
v=mlb 1 (1.8C 
for solutions that begin close enough to 0; for all such solutions one has 
v= 1 
I’> 1 
and hence 
Ilx(t)ll = 
O(e-““k); v = 1 
O(tr I/k{“-~ I) . )> v>l 
(1.9 
(1.10) 
as t -+ cc. In the following development, condition (1.7) is taken for gran- 
ted, and the circumstances under which (1.5) implies (1.6) are explored at 
some length, particularly for X = II%” and non-convex FE Ck with a singular 
minimizer at 0. Liapunov functions of the latter type arise naturally for cer- 
tain G E Ck that have the origin as an asymptotically stable singular critical 
point. 
Note 1.1. When G = - VF, (1.1) becomes the continuous steepest 
descent equation for F, and condition ( 1.7) holds with c = 1 and m = 2. 
More generally, suppose that 
G(x) = - H(x) VFtx). (l.llA) 
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where the H(x)% are self-adjoint bounded linear operators from X to X, 
with 
(v, ff(x) Y> a41Yl12 (l.llB) 
for some p > 0, all x near 0 and all y E X In this case, (1.7) holds with c = p 
and m = 2. Notice that the map H( . ) 0 VF(. ) is generally not the gradient of 
any “potential function” on X. 
If F satisfies the pseudoconvexity condition 
(VF(x), x) > tcF(x) 2 0; 3c > 0 
near the origin, then (1.5) implies that 
IlVF(x)ll [a-‘F(x)]“~ B (VF(x), x) 2 tcF(x) > 0 
for small llxll ~0, in which case (1.6) is satisfied, with 
(1.12) 
b = &lk (1.13A) 
and 
I= (k- 1)/k. (1.13B) 
Condition (1.12) certainly holds if F is convex near the origin, and more 
specifically if 0 is a nonsingular minimizer for F (i.e., if F is C2 near 0, and 
the Hessian operator V2 F(0) is invertible and therefore positive-definite); in 
the latter case (1.5) is satisfied with k=2. On the other hand, if 0 is a 
singular extremal for F then (1.12) need not hold in any neighborhood of 
the origin, and (1.5) does not imply (1.6); moreover, (1.5) and (1.7) do not 
imply that the origin is asymptotically stable. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Define F: [w’ + R’ by 
F(x) = 
x2[&?-sin(%-Jjlnxi)l; 
0; x = 0. 
F attains its minimum value at x = 0, and satisfies the growth conditions, 
(,/-1)x2<F(x)<(~+1)x2. (1.15) 
Furthermore, 
~(X)={~xI~-2cos(JSlnx2)l: ;z; (1.16) 
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and 
d2F 
p (x) = 2[fi-- 2 cos(fi In x2)] + 8 fi sin(J? In x2); XfO. (1.17) 
According to (1.16) and (1.17), dF/dx is continuous on R’ and d2F/dx2 is 
bounded on R’ - (0). Consequently, dF/dx is Lipschitz continuous on R’. 
In view of (1.15), 0 is therefore a stable critical point for the differential 
equation 
dx 
z=G(x) & -z(x). (1.18) 
Notice that conditions (1.5) and (1.7) are satisfied here with k =m = 3: 
however, neither (1.6) nor (1.12) can hold, since 0 is an accumulation point 
of nonsingular local minimizers, 
<,‘= +exp[(l-8m)]lr/8$]; m = an integer 
and nonsingular local maximizers, 
y12 = +exp[-(1+8m)n/8$]; m = an integer 
with 
and 
Moreover, for each m, the local minimizers <,’ are stable local attractors 
for the solutions of (1) that begin at initial points x(O) in the intervals 
(v,’ , q,‘- ,) and (v];- i, s; ), respectively. Since these intervals and the 
critical points r~z exhaust [w’ - (O}, it follows that no solutions of (1.18) 
converge to the origin from starting points x(O) # 0. 
In Example 1.1, the minimizer 0 is singular because (d2F/dx2)(0) does 
not exist. However, a smoother function with similar properties can be 
obtained by replacing x2 with x2P in (1.14) for some integer p> 1. The 
resulting F grows like x2p and has a Lipschitz continuous (2~ - 1)th 
derivative; moreover 0 is a singular minimizer (because (d’F/dx*)(O) = 0), 
and 0 is an accumulation point of nonsingular local minimizers for F. This 
shows that local smoothness restrictions, per se, cannot insure that (1.6) 
will follow from (1.5). On the other hand, suitably matched smoothness and 
growth conditions can secure this result, with or without the pseudo-con- 
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vexity condition (1.12). In the simplest case, F is in CzP and satisfies (1.2) 
near 0, with k = 2p. 
The first 2p - 1 derivatives J’(j)(O) must then vanish, and therefore, 
F(x) =f2pC~~~l +41141zp) (1.19) 
and 
(VF(x), Y> =2~f2Jx~~--lyI +411~l12p-‘)lIyII (1.20) 
wheref, is the bounded symmetric q-linear form 
fJw2 . . . XJ =$ (. . . ((P'(0) x1) x2). . . xy) 
in q arguments xi E X, and where xryS denotes any list x1 x2.. . xg in which 
x appears r times, y appears s times, and r + s = q. Evidently, for any fixed 
UE (0, a,) one has 
(1.22) 
i.e., the leading non-zero homogeneous polynomial f2p[x2p] in Taylor’s for- 
mula for F is positive-definite. Furthermore, for any fixed K E (0, 2p), con- 
dition (1.12) holds when x is sufficiently close to 0. In R’, this special class 
of Fs is quite extensive; however, in higher dimensional spaces, condition 
(1.2) excludes the most interesting singularities, namely, those for which the 
leading non-zero term f,[x*‘] in Taylor’s formula has a nontrivial null 
space. For singularities of this type, it turns out that (1.5) may still imply 
(1.6) with 1= (k - 1)/k, even though (1.12) is false. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. For A E R’, define F: lR* + R’ by the rule 
F(x)=x:+Ax,llxll*+ llx114 
where 
= (x1 + 441*/2)* + Cl - b4/2)*1 llx/14 (1.23A) 
llxl12 =x: +x: (1.23B) 
For IAl < 2, F has a singular proper minimizer at the origin (0, 0), and 
condition (1.5) holds with k = 4. Furthermore, for 4 a/3 < IAl < 2, F has 
precisely two other extremals, namely, a local maximizer on the x1 axis at 
x1 = [-3A+ (9A2- 32)“*]/8 and a saddle point on the x1 axis at x, = 
[-3A - (9A* - 32)‘/*]/8 (the level sets of F are displayed in Fig. 1 for 
A = - 1.98). Hence, the origin is an isolated extremal; in fact, by separately 
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FIG. 1. Level sets for the function in Example 1.2 (A =-- 1.98). 
estimating the growth of aF/ax, and aF/ax, in complementary regions of 
R* one can show that for IAl < 2, 
IlVF(x)ll > ~F(x)~‘~; 3b>O ( 1.24) 
near 0, i.e., condition (1.6) is satisfied with I = (k - 1)/k and k = 4 (see 
Sect. 2). On the other hand, for 4 a/3 < IA 1 < 2, the quantity, 
~Wx),x~=2{Cx,+3~11x11*/41*+C2-(3~/4)*1i14) 
is negative-definite on the curve 
XI = -3A~~x~~*/4. 
Thus, the pseudo-convexity condition (1.12) cannot hold in any 
neighborhood of the origin when 4 fi/3 < IAl < 2. 
Finally, condition (1.7) is satisfied with m = 2 when G = -VF. Con- 
sequently for (Al < 2, the differential equations 
and 
dx, -= -~=-2x,-A(3x:+x;)-4x,(x~+x:) 
dt 
(1.25A) 
1 
dx, c?F - --= 
77 ax, -2Ax,x,-4x,(x:+x;) (1.25B) 
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have a singular asymptotically stable critical point at the origin, and the 
estimates (l.lO), (1.23) and (1.24) imply that 
Ilx(t)ll = o(t-“2) 
for all solutions of (1.1) which begin su!Iiciently near (0,O). 
(1.26) 
The growth rate estimate (1.24) and the associated convergence rate 
estimate in ( 1.10) will now be established for any FE C4 such that (1.5) 
holds with k = 4, and V, F(0) is positive-definite on its range space. The lat- 
ter condition is redundant in R”, and so our main convergence result in 
Theorem 2.1 actually applies to any FE C"( R”, R!’ ) satisfying ( 1.5) with 
k = 4. 
2. C4 LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS WITH A SINGULAR MINIMIZER AT THE ORIGIN 
Let B, denote an open ball in X with center at the origin and radius 
p > 0. Suppose that FE C”( B,, R1 ) and that 0 is a singular minimizer of F, 
with F(0) = 0. Then 
F(x) =fJx21 +.hCx’l +fJx”l + 41xl14), (2.1) 
and the first term, 
f2Cx21 =A (4 V,F(O) x> (2.2) 
has a nontrivial null space 
N={x~X:f,[x~]=0}=(x~X:V,F(0)x=0}. 
Suppose also that 
F(x) 2 4xl14; 3a>0,VxeBp 
f2Cx21 2 ~21bl12; 32, > 0, Vx EN’. 
Under these conditions, it will be shown that 
(2.3) 
(2.4A) 
(2.4B) 
IlVF(x)ll 2 ~F(‘(x)~‘~; 3b>O, 3~ (0, p], VXE B,. (2.5) 
The proof developed below makes no use of the pseudo-convexity con- 
dition (1.12); indeed (1.12) need not hold in any neighborhood of the 
origin when V,F(O) #O and dim N > 0 (Example 1.2). 
The range R of the self-adjoint Hessian operator V,F(O) coincides with 
the perpendicular complement of its null space N. Since V,F is positive 
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semi-definite at the minimizer 0, the restriction of f2[x2] to R = N’ must 
therefore be positive, i.e., for all x, 
x#O=5-f2[x2] >o. 
This condition is equivalent to (2.5) if and only if dim X< GO. In any case, 
when (2.5) holds there are positive numbers 6, and pR such that 
llVF(x)ll 2 119% VF(x)ll 2 b,F(x)‘i2; xeRnBPR (2.6A) 
where PR projects X into R (see Sect. 1). On the other hand, when F is 
restricted to N, the leading non-zero term must be f4[x4] and this term 
must be positive-definite, in view of (2.4). Consequently, there are positive 
numbers h, and pN such that, 
llVF(x)ll b II~~VF(x)Il 3 ~NF(x)~‘~; XEN~B,, . I (2.6B) 
Condition (2.5) will now result if the estimates (2.6A) and (2.6B) can be 
extended near 0 into complementary sets M 2 N and %Y 3 R. This is indeed 
possible in special cases (such as the polynomial F: R2 + R’ in Ex. 1.2). 
Moreover, an (Y, W) partition of X is implicit in the following general 
analysis, which is similar in part to recent treatments of Newton’s method 
near singular roots of a nonlinear map T: X -+ A’ [ 11. 
Let us first establish the growth properties of F and IlVFll over two 
dimensional subspaces generated by unit vectors eR E R and e,,, E N; in the 
end, the restricted growth estimates obtained in this way will turn out to be 
uniformly valid over all unit vector pairs (e,, eN) E R x N. Given .Y E 
span(e,, e,,,), let xR and xN denote the components of x relative to the 
orthonormal basis (e,, e,), i.e., 
xR= cx? CR>, (2.7A) 
XN = (.x, e,>, (2.7B) 
and 
x = xReR + xNeN. (2.7C) 
Since the multilinear form fi[x, x2.. . xi] is invariant under a permutation 
of its argument list, it has the “binomial expansion” formula, 
(2.8) 
for non-negative integers k, 1 with k + I= j. In particular, 
(2.9A) 
14 J. C. DUNN 
f3Cx’l = 4J3C4J + 3 x’,xd3CeZReNl + 3xR4fdeR41 + G.f3CeL1 
(2.9B) 
f4Cx”l = 4JJe?J + 4xixNf4CeieN1 + 6$&fiCeZ,eZ,l 
+4x&f4CeR41 + Cf4Ce4,1. (2.9C) 
Observe that 
f2CeReN1 =./XGl = 0 (2.10A) 
because R and N coincide with the range and null space of the symmetric 
linear operator V,F(O). Furthermore, 
.f3CeXl =O (2.10B) 
and 
f,Ce4,12 0 (2.1oc) 
because 0 is a local minimizer and f,[e$] = 0. Finally, when fi is positive- 
definite on R, one has 
f2C4 2 4 (2.11A) 
with 
A,= inf f2[u2]>0. 
UER 
Ilull = 1 
(2.llB) 
In this case, all terms in f3 and f4 that contain factors xi with q 2 2 will 
become negligibly small compared with xi f,[ei] as ((x(( -+ 0. Accordingly, 
let us now substitute (2.9) and (2.10) into (2.1) and group terms as follows: 
F(x) =-G{f2C41 +&I@)) + ~~-G3f3CeRe~l + E2(x)) 
+ x4,f4Ce4,1 + 4llxll”) (2.12A) 
where 
&I(X) = xRf3C4 + 3xNf3[e2,eNl + x2,f4Ce4,1 
+ 4xRxNf4Ce3ReN1 + 64f4Ce2,&1 
and, 
&2(x) = 4xNhCeR41. 
It can be seen that 
(2.12B) 
(2.12C) 
Ih( ~~lllxll +~111~112 (2.12D) 
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and 
h(x)I 6~211xl12 (2.12E) 
for some positive constants A i, B,, and A, that are independent of eR and 
e,; more precisely, A,, B,, and A, depend only on the numbers lIF”‘(O)ll 
for j = 3,4, since 
lIJ’“‘(O)ll 
j! 3 lf,Ce, e2 . . . e,)l (2.13) 
for any list of j unit vectors in ei in X. 
Formulas analogous to (2.12) are also needed for the directional 
derivatives of F associated with eR and eN. Observe first that 
(VF(xh y~=~f,C~yl+3f,C~2yl+4f,Cx3yl+o(llxl13)~~y~~ (2.14) 
In particular, for y = eR this yields 
(VF(x), eR) =xR{2f2Ce2,1 +E~(x)} +x’,{3f3Ce&1 +L,(x)) +4-d-‘) 
(2.15A) 
with 
I~3(x)l bA3llxll + ~311-~li2 (2.15B) 
and 
ldx)l G A~llxll (2.15C) 
for some positive numbers A,, B,, and A,, independent of eR, e ,, . 
Similarly, 
(Vl;(-x), eN> =x’,{3f,C eieNl + G(X)) + -~RxN{V’3CeRe~l + +,(.~I} 
+ 4xih[IGl+ d llxll 3, (2.16A) 
with 
l&N d A,llxll (2.16B) 
and 
l~Ax)l d &ll,~ll (2.16C1 
for some positive numbers A, and A,, independent of eR and eN. 
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With formulas (2.12), (2.15), and (2.16) in hand, it is now possible to 
prove the following fundamental emma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 be a local minimizer for FE C4(B,, Iw’), with F(0) = 0. 
Let N be the null space for Vz F(0) and let R = N’. Then for every interval 
[a,, a,] c (0, co) there are nonnegative functions Qi: x + 88’, i = 1,2, 3,4, 
and positive numbers cR and cN such that the following conditions hold for all 
u 6 [a,, a?], all unit vector pairs (e R, eN) E R x N, and all x = xReR + xNeN: 
0) lim,,, cDj(x)=O; l<i<4 
(ii) Zf lx,J 2alx,(* then, 
and 
J’(x) G [CR + @l(x)1 x’, (2.17A) 
IlVf’(x)ll > {2f2Ce?J - 3~-‘lf3CeR6,11 - @2b))IxRI (2.17B) 
(iii) Zf IxR( <ax: then, 
F(x) G EC, + @Ax)1 4 (2.18A) 
and 
IlVF(xNl2 {4f4Ce4,1 - WfJe,+Z,l I - @4(x)} lxNl 3. (2.18B) 
Prooj For CIE [cT~, a,], x#O, and lxRl >cIxN12, Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) 
yield 
F(x) 6 {m2 + Is,(x)1 + a;‘(3m, + I’ll) + o-*m4 
with 
0(11~114) @I(X) = Ih( + 0,’ IE*(X)I +- llxl14 (Ilxll + .e* 
cR = m2 + 3a; lrn3 + fs;*m, > 0 
and 
m,> IIF”‘(O)ll. 
I j! ’ j= 2, 3, 4. (2.19) 
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Furthermore, (2.15) implies that 
b {2f2Ce2,1 - 3~-‘lfJe&ll -@2(x)J/xR/ 
where 
44l”) @z(x) = I&3(X)1 + a; ‘l&4(X)1 + - (lx/(4 (llxll + o;-‘p2/Ix1(‘~*. 1 
The remainder of the proof is similar. 
Notice now that the desired estimate (2.5) will follow from (2.17) and 
(2.18) if there is a nonempty interval [aI, uZ J c (0, co) and some mapping 
s from unit vector pairs (e R, e,,,)E R x N to [c,, a2] such that the quan- 
tities 
(2.20A) 
and 
%[&I - We R? eN)lf3[eRe&1i (2.20B) 
are positive and bounded away from zero for all unit vector pairs 
(eR, e,,,) E R x N. For this to happen, it is necessary (and sufficient) that 
f,[e2,] and f4[e4,] are positive and bounded away from zero for all 
(e,, e,), and that 
4f2[eil(f4[e”,l -a)-9f:[eRe$l a0 (2.2OC) 
for some a > 0 and all (e,, eN). The first two conditions are automatically 
satisfied because of condition (2.4); the third requirement is established in 
the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 and the growth 
condition (2.4A). Then the inequality (2.2OC) holds ,for all unit vector pairs 
(eRT e,v) E R x N. 
Proof Given a unit vector pair (e,, e,,,) E R x N and D E R’ consider 
x=x,e,+x,e, with x,=ax%. Formulas (2.4) and (2.12) imply that 
18 J. C. DUNN 
near 0. Hold cr fixed, and let x + 0 to obtain 
f2[e2,1 o2 + 3f3[eRe’,] 0 +f4[e4,] -a 3 0. 
Since this must hold for any 0~ R’, it follows that the discriminant of the 
quadratic polynomial on the left must be non-positive, i.e., 
YXe&l - 4f2C41(f4C41 - 0) d 0. I 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 now produce the sought-after growth estimate for 
IIVFII . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let FE C4(B,, [w’) with F(0) = 0, and suppose that condition 
(2.4) holds. Then for some r E (0, p J, IIVFIJ satisfies the growth condition 
(2.5) in B,. 
Proof As noted in Sect. 1, (2.5) holds near 0 if N=.Y. At the other 
extreme, if 0 is nonsingular then N= (0) and 
IIVF(x)Jj > bF(.x)“*; 36>0 (2.21) 
near 0; evidently (2.21) implies (2.5). This leaves the nontrivial singular 
case where N # X and dim N > 0. 
Let a, ;C2, ck, cN, and mj denote the positive constants in (2.4), (2.1 l), 
(2.17), (2.18), and (2.19). Fix d,,,E (0, 4a) and let 
and 
3m3 
02=o’ $22,. 
For unit vector pairs (e,, eN) E R x N define 
Then 
and also 
2f[ei] - 3s(e R2 eN)-‘&CeReili 3 1 21, rs b d,>O (2.22A) 
02 
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for all (e,, P,~). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2, 
for ail (e,, eN). 
Now fix bRE (0, d,ci’!*) and 
denote the function in Lemma 2.1 
TE (0, p) such that 
b, E (0, d,c,r., 314). Let @,, ,j= 1, 2, 3. 4, 
, corresponding to CT, and a, and choose 
Cd, - %(x)1 [CR + @,(x)1’,* 3 b, 
[~N-~~(-‘S)][CN+~~(X)]~~>/ b, 
and 
O<F(x)< 1 
for all x E B,. Given x E X, write 
x=.~~x+~~x=.u,e,+s,e, 
(2.23.4 
(2.23B 
(2.23C 
for some scalars xR, .‘cN and unit vectors eR E R, eN E N. Then according to 
(2.22) (2.23), and Lemma 2.1, 
XE B, and (x,J >s(e,, eN) .yi* (IVF(x)ll 3 h,F(.u)’ ’ 3 ~,F(x)~” 
and 
XEB, and IxRJ < s(e,, e,.,,) .uZ,- IlVF(s)ll > h,YF(-u)3 4
for all X. This establishes (2.5) in B,, with h=min{b,, h,%;. 1 
As explained in Section 1, Lemma 2.3 yields the following asymptotic 
convergence theorem for autonomous ordinary differential equations. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B, be an open ball in X w’ith center at the origin una’ 
radius p > 0. Let G: B,, + Iw’ be Lipschitz continuous with G(0) = 0, and .sup- 
pose that FE C4(B,, Iw’) with F(0) =O. In addition, let N be the null space of’ 
V, F(O), and suppose that for some a > 0, iv2 > 0, c > 0, and m > $, and.for all 
.=B,,, 
F(x) > all-x/l4 
(Y, V,F(O) Y> 3 ~2llyll2: YENI 
and 
(VF(x), G(x)) 6 - cllVF(x)ll"'. 
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Then the differential equation 
$= G(x) 
has an asymptotically stable critical point at the origin; moreover, for some 
r E (0, p] and all X~E B,, this equation and the initial condition x(0)=x,, 
have a unique solution x(. ): [0, 00) -+ Be, and 
Ilx(t)ll =O(t-“(3m-4)) as t-03. 
COROLLARY 1. Let FE C4(B,, Iw’) with F(0) = 0, let N be the null space 
of V, F(O), and supppose that for some a > 0, i, > 0 and all x E B,, 
F(x) 2 4414 
and 
(~3 V,F(O) Y> ~UIYII~; YEN’. 
Furthermore, let H(. ) be a locally Lipschitz continuous map from B, to the 
space of bounded self-adjoint positive-definite linear operators H: X + X, and 
suppose that for some u > 0, all x E B,, and all y E X, 
(Y, H(x) Y> ~PIIYII~. 
Then the differential equation, 
dx 
dt = - H(x) VF(x) 
has an asymptotically stable critical point at the origin; moreover, for some 
r E (0, p) and all x0 E B,, this equation and the initial condition x(0) = x0 have 
a unique solution x( . ): [0, co ) --, B, and 
as t-+03. 
Ilx(t)ll = o(t-“2) 
Note 2.1 As explained earlier, the condition imposed on V,F(O) in 
Theorem 2.1 and its corollary is automatically satisfied in R”. On the other 
hand, in infinite-dimensional spaces, V,F(O) may be positive but not 
positive-definite on its range; in the absence of any further conditions on 
V,F(O), the best one can hope for here is a weak convergence counterpart 
of the rate estimate in Theorem 2.1. 
Note 2.2 If dim R > 0 and dim N > 0 for V,F(O), and if some higher 
order term f2,[x2P] is positive-definite in Taylor’s formula for F, the two 
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growth conditions in (1.2) can not hold simultaneously near 0; in such 
cases, singular convergence rate analyses based on (1.2) and (1.3) (cf. [4]) 
are inapplicable. 
3. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Counterparts of Lemma 2.3 are as yet unproved for “higher order” 
singularities at 0. In particular, suppose that F is Czp and satisfies (1.5) 
with k = 2p. Let f”[x”] be the first nonvanishing term in Taylor’s formula 
near 0, and suppose that I< p and that f”[x”] has a nontrivial null space. 
What additional conditions on f” (and the intervening terms f”+ 
21~ j < 2p) will yield the growth estimate (1.6) with some 16 (2p - 1)/2p? 
At present, this question has not been answered. Counterparts of the “con- 
verse theorems” for Liapunov’s direct method (12-41 also remain to be 
proved. For instance, suppose that G: X -+ X has an asymptotically stable 
singular critical point at 0. What further conditions on the terms in 
Taylor’s formula for G at 0 will insure the existence of a smooth Liapunov 
function F satisfying (1.5) and (1.7)? This question has not been addressed 
here. 
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